




At a glance
Academic and research clients

Specifications
Facial animation system
Customizability
3 degrees of freedom neck

Interaction modelled using state charts
Context-aware NLU
Real-time event architecture
Computer vision system

Character design
Virtual Furhat
Wizard-of-Oz interface
Conversation modelling
Visual programming

Disney Research
Herriot-Watt University
Northeastern University
Bielefeld University
ADAPT Centre

Furhat Academic Package
Tech overview
Developer Resources





● Headquarters in Stockholm, Sweden

● Founded in 2014 by four PhDs, the team today consists of some of 
the top talent in the field

● Spinoff from KTH, one of the world’s leading universities in speech 
technology and conversational systems

● Fastest-growing social robotics company in the world

● Backed by high-profile investors such as Balderton Capital, Local 
Globe and Qualgro VC









https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqZgIOAW9bo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqZgIOAW9bo




Full control over textures, lighting & shaders allows 
for animated as well as photo-realistic styles.

Animation system with automatic lip-sync for 
text-to-speech or natural recordings, full face 
expressivity and programmable gestures.

The mask is made out of transparent plastic and 
treated with a special diffuser to ensure a 
consistent spread of light from the projection 
system.

Allows for quick iteration and rapid prototyping.

Blendshape based 3D facial animation engine 
allowing for dynamic expressions and visual 
speech.

Compatible with industry standard content 
creation tools (Maya, Zbrush).



The groundbreaking combination of facial animation and 3D-printed 
masks make it easy and affordable to create life-like, expressive 
characters for any purpose. Change the face, ethnicity, gender, voice, 
accent - even the species.

Furhat is shipped with an adult mask and 22 faces (11 male, 9 
female and 2 non-human). Customized masks and skins are sold 
separately.



Neck movement is a major factor in making an interaction feel more 
human-like. The Furhat robot has 3 degrees of freedom controlled by 3 
motors, which gives the robot a natural, expressive quality.

3 servos allow the robot to pan, tilt and roll its head.

“Correct” posture can be perceived as stiff or military. A relaxed posture is 
more friendly and approachable.





Robot: Hi there
User: Hi there

User: Do you know if my flight is delayed?

Robot: What is your flight number?
User: I don’t remember

Robot: What is your destination?
User: Going to Paris at around 3 pm

● Dialog contexts are defined as hierarchical states

● Generic behaviors are defined on higher levels in the hierarchy

● More specific behaviors are defined further down in the hierarchy, 
and may override generic behaviors 

● Intent classification (NLU) dynamically takes the current hierarchical 
contexts into account

● Complex behaviors may be defined in their own state charts, and 
reused across applications

Robot: How can I help you?

Robot: Okay, no worries, it is on time

Greeting

OfferService

CheckFlightDelayed

RequestFlightNumber

RequestFlightNumber



TimeCityTellDestination

RequestFlightNumber

RequestFlightDelayed

Greeting

● Powerful natural language processing engine integrated with the 
statechart framework

● Allows for multiple intents in each utterance

● Intent classification is dynamically based on the current dialog 
context

● Entities can be programmatically defined and extended using 
dictionaries, grammars, knowledge graphs, wildcards, etc.

● Furhat Software comes with pre-defined common intents and 
entities for Date, Time, etc.

Robot: Hi there
User: Hi there

Robot: How can I help you?

User: Do you know if my flight is delayed?

Robot: What is your flight number?
User: I don’t remember

Robot: What is your destination?
User: Going to Paris at around 3 pm

Robot: Okay, no worries, it is on time

Greeting

OfferService

CheckFlightDelayed

RequestFlightNumber

RequestFlightNumber



Vision

Speech synthesis

Speech recognition

Furhat gaze

Furhat face

User appearing in front of Furhat 

”Hello there” “Goodbye”

Listening “Hi”

Looking up Shifting gaze        Looking down

Brows raise Smiling

SenseUserEnter SenseUserMove SenseUserLeave

SenseUserEnter MonitorSpeechEnd

ActionListen SenseSpeechStart SenseSpeech

ActionGaze

ActionGesture MonitorGestureEnd



● Real-time multi-user tracking and head pose estimation from RGB 
video stream

●  Highly accurate face detector based on state-of-the-art deep learning 
SSD (single-shot-detector) model

● Supports face recognition using DNN-based face descriptors, allows 
keeping track of user ID:s over time

● Optimized HW accelerated implementation based on Intel OpenVino 
toolkit





● Create immersive characters with personalities suitable for the 
application

● Change everything from the age, gender and ethnicity to species, 
voice and personality

● Choose from a wide selection of pre-built expressions or design your 
own

● Control Furhat’s lips, eyes, gestures, neck movement



● Run skills in a virtual environment on your computer

● Faster iteration and experimentation
 

● Simulate users in real-time for easy testing and debugging



● Integrated Wizard dashboard with camera feed and buttons

● Easy to define your own buttons and behaviors using Kotlin or 
Blockly

● Buttons can change depending on dialog state



Powerful DSL (domain specific language) for defining statecharts, built on Kotlin

val Idle = state {

    onUserEnter {user ->
        furhat.attend(user)
        goto(OfferService)
    }
}

val OfferService = state {

    onEntry {
        furhat.ask("Can I do anything for you?")
    }

    onResponse<RequestDirections> {response ->
        furhat.say("Okay, just go ${directions(response.intent.place)}")
        furhat.ask("Anything else I can do for you?")
    }

    onResponse<No> {
        furhat.say("Okay, let me know if you need any help")
        goto(Idle)
    }
}
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Quickly define states and triggers

Use built-in Furhat behaviors, or define your own, 
using Kotlin extension functions

Use your own intents

Use built-in intents

Easily integrate application with back-end



● Visual programming environment, based on Google Blockly

● Quickly run skills directly on the robot and see the execution in 
real-time

● Fun, creative tool for learning how to program interactions and to 
explore Furhat’s capabilities

● Powerful for designing skill concepts, defining Wizard-of-Oz 
interactions, etc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTunqqPR6sg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JTunqqPR6sg




Our very first customer, Disney Research, is building the future of 
child-robot interaction by exploring how interactive robots can be 
used in Disney’s theme parks.

A lot of time at theme parks is spent waiting in line and Disney wants 
to transform that time into something entertaining. A thematic ride 
can use this time as part of the experience (the concept of “scene 
one”). For example, while waiting to get on a space-themed ride, 
children can be taught more about our solar system or how to 
become an astronaut.

Toward Better Understanding of Engagement in Multiparty Spoken Interaction with Children

Exploring Children's Verbal and Acoustic Synchrony: Towards Promoting Engagement in 
Speech-Controlled Robot-Companion Games

Imitating human movement with teleoperated robotic head

July 2014

USA

disneyresearch.com 

https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2820733
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2823518
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2823518
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/7745184/
http://www.disneyresearch.com


Heriot-Watt was the first university in the world, outside of KTH, to 
order a Furhat.

The Interaction Lab at Herriot-Watt works on central issues in 
computer science and AI. They are building multimodal 
speech-enabled dialog systems and are using Furhat as a tool in 
their development of systems for situated interactions. Furhat is also 
used in the MSc Artificial Intelligence with Speech and Multimodal 
Interaction course at Herriot-Watt.

Towards a Conversational Agent for Remote Robot-Human Teaming

January 2015

UK

www.hw.ac.uk 

https://pureapps2.hw.ac.uk/ws/portalfiles/portal/24406292/08673286.pdf
https://www.hw.ac.uk/study/uk/postgraduate/artificial-intelligence-speech-multimodal-interaction.htm


Relational Agents Group is a research team at Northeastern 
University that conducts research regarding how we can build virtual 
agents that can interact with people over prolonged periods and 
develop social emotional relationships. 

Northeastern University uses the Furhat robot to design long-term 
interactions, mainly in the tasks of coaching, counseling and 
psychotherapy.

Collaborative User Responses in Multiparty Interaction with a Couples Counselor Robot

A Robotic Couples Counselor for Promoting Positive Communication

RoboCOP: A Robotic Coach for Oral Presentations

January 2016

USA

relationalagents.com

http://relationalagents.com/publication/2019/hri19/HRI19.pdf
http://relationalagents.com/publication/2017/a-robotic-couples-counselor-for-promoting/RO-MAN17.pdf
http://relationalagents.com/publication/2017/robocop-a-robotic-coach-for-oral/ubicomp17.pdf
http://relationalagents.com


The Social Cognitive Systems Group at Bielefeld University are using 
Furhat within language learning projects and to develop child-robot 
communication and collaboration.

Funded by the BabyRobot EU project, the aim is to develop robots 
that can support the development of socio-affective, communication 
and collaboration skills in children, both typically developing and with 
autism spectrum disorder. The goal of the project is to enable robots 
to share attention, establish common ground and form joint goals 
with children.

Babyrobot Concept Demo Video

May 2016

Germany

uni-bielefeld.de

https://babyrobot.eu/
http://babyrobot.eu/media/
https://scs.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/


ADAPT is a research center based in Dublin and one of the world’s 
leading international hubs for cognitive science and 
human-computer interaction. ADAPT is using several Furhat robots 
to develop the next generation of computational models to 
transform how people interact with each other. ADAPT’s main 
interest in Furhat is focused on its capabilities to model complex 
multi-modal and multi-party scenarios.

IDEA: An Interactive Dialogue Translation Demo System Using Furhat Robots

February 2017

Ireland

adaptcentre.ie

http://www.ecmlpkdd2018.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/738.pdf
https://www.adaptcentre.ie/




Travel case

1 x Furhat Gen 2 robot
1 x standard adult mask
1 x 19V power adapter
1 x travel case
1 x ReSpeaker USB microphone
1 x Furhat RDK license
Free software updates
Free shipping
Email + community support
6 month warranty

Warranty extension (max. 2 years)
Additional masks

19V power adapter ReSpeaker USB 
microphone

Furhat Gen 2 robot

Standard mask Child mask
(Optional)

Pug mask
(Optional)



Acapella, Cereproc, Amazon Polly

Google, Microsoft

Furhat Robotics

OpenVino toolkit



Furhat Developer Zone
Download RDK, Tools, Support, Resources

Developer Docs
Detailed documentation with everything you need to build skills for the Furhat 
platform 

GitHub
Example skills

Slack channel 
Invite only

https://furhat.io/
https://docs.furhat.io/
https://github.com/FurhatRobotics/example-skills/
https://furhatrobotics.com/get-furhat/general/


www.furhatrobotics.com 
alix@furhatrobotics.com 

+46 72 929 06 54

http://www.furhatrobotics.com
mailto:alix@furhatrobotics.com

